Percutaneous retrieval of a chronic catheter fragment from the left ventricle in a child
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Embolization of a catheter fragment is a very rarely seen complication, and few cases have been reported in children. Catheter fragments must be urgently extracted due to life-threatening complications. Most catheter fragments are removed very soon after being lost in the cardiovascular system, including the venous system and right side of the heart. In our report, we describe a child with catheter fragment, which was removed from the left ventricle 32 days after embolization. This catheter fragment was successfully retrieved percutaneously using a gooseneck snare catheter through the femoral artery.
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Intravascular and intracardiac embolization of catheter fragments is a very rarely seen serious complication, and few cases have been reported in children1-6. Catheter fragments can cause complications such as thrombus formation and embolization. Serious complications, such as sepsis, cardiac perforation, arrhythmia, and death, have also been reported as a result of embolization of catheter fragments1,4. In light of the potential for these serious complications, catheter fragments must be retrieved urgently. Before the percutaneous technique by snare-loop catheter, surgical removal had been used as the only method. Nowadays, most catheter fragments are removed soon after being lost in the cardiovascular system, including the venous system and right side of the heart, before causing any significant foreign body reaction or fibrin deposition1,3-7. There are only a few reports related with retrieval of foreign bodies remaining in the cardiovascular system for a long period3,7. There is no report in the literature of retrieval of the foreign body from the left ventricle in children.

We describe a child with a catheter fragment that was removed from the left ventricle 32 days after embolization. With this case report, we want to emphasize that retrieval of intracardiac or intravascular foreign bodies with percutaneous technique should be the recommended treatment modality rather than surgical retrieval; catheters should be extracted from patients carefully.

Case Report

A five-year-old female patient with the diagnosis of pulmonary atresia admitted to our hospital for a routine outpatient clinic follow-up. She had no symptom at admission. We learned from her medical history that she was previously diagnosed as pulmonary atresia, patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), and patent foramen ovale, and PDA ligation and xenograft implantation on the pulmonary region had been applied at seven months of age. Thirty-two days before admission to our hospital, homograft implantation was applied in the pulmonary region due to xenograft dysfunction.

On the cardiovascular examination, 1/6 diastolic heart murmur was heard on the left second intercostal area. The other findings of the physical examination were unremarkable. Laboratory findings included hematocrit 43%, white blood cell count 8500/mm³ and erythrocyte sedimentation rate 22 mm/h, and C-reactive protein was negative. Renal and hepatic function tests were normal. Blood cultures were sterile. On electrocardiographic
examination, rhythm was sinus, and QRS axis was +90 degrees. The posterior-anterior and lateral chest X-ray showed prominent pulmonary conus, and radiopaque string appearance causing the suspicion of foreign body in the left ventricular cavity. In transthoracic echocardiography, echogenic mobile foreign body in the left ventricle extending to the aorta was observed. The foreign body was suspected to be a catheter fragment (Fig. 1). No thrombus was observed on the catheter fragment in transthoracic echocardiography. Tricuspid and pulmonary valve regurgitations were observed. Ventricle functions were normal. We were informed by the center in which the operation was performed that a catheter had been placed into the left atrium for invasive pressure monitoring. We thought that this detected foreign body in the left ventricle was probably a fragment of this previously placed left atrial pressure catheter.

This probable catheter fragment was also visualized under fluoroscopy (Fig. 2). The catheter fragment was retrieved via the right femoral artery, which was entered percutaneously with a 7 Fr sheath. We entered the left ventricle with the 5 Fr multipurpose catheter. A 10 mm nitinol gooseneck snare (Amplatz GooseNeck Snare, Microvena Corporation, White Bear Lake, MN, USA) was advanced to the left ventricle through the multipurpose catheter. The advancing snare was delivered to the left ventricle and the catheter fragment was caught with the snare (Fig. 3). The caught catheter fragment was retracted carefully and gently to the aorta from the left ventricle during the systole, and extracted easily via the 7 Fr sheath. The percutaneous retrieval procedure was successfully completed and no complication was observed related with the procedure. The percutaneously retrieved catheter fragment is shown in Figure 4. Two days after the procedure, the patient was discharged from the hospital symptom-free. The patient remained asymptomatic during the one-year follow-up.

Discussion
Intravascular and intracardiac embolization of catheter fragments is a serious and rare complication, and the incidence has been reported to range between 0-4.1% in adult
patients. Few cases have been reported in children, and the incidence is unknown. Many devices have been used for retrieval of intravascular foreign bodies, including snares, biopsy forceps, Dormia baskets, tip-deflecting wires, and balloon catheters. Today, the loop-snare technique has been used in most of the cases as a primary choice due to the rather low complication rate when compared to the other techniques.

Most of the intravascular foreign bodies settle in the systemic veins, right atrium, right ventricle, pulmonary arteries, and left atrium via the patent foramen ovale, and are extracted from the femoral vein. An intra-arterial settled foreign body was reported in the literature, in an adult. However, foreign body in the left ventricle was not described previously, and our literature search revealed no previous case similar to ours. We thought that this condition might be related with the less frequently used intra-arterial applications compared to venous applications.

Intravascular foreign body retrieval in the acute setting (<24 hours) is well described. Chronically retained intravascular foreign bodies, however, may be firmly lodged, fibrosed or endothelialized to the vessel wall, confounding efforts at retrieval. When the loss of catheter fragment was immediately recognized, the fragment was retrieved with a success rate exceeding 90%. However, retrieval of chronically retained catheter fragments has shown variable success. The decision to retrieve an intravascular foreign body in the chronic stage was based on the risk of complication. There have been only a few reports similar to our case that were related with percutaneous retrieval of chronically retained catheter fragments in children. Farrell et al. retrieved catheter fragments percutaneously from the left atrium, pulmonary arteries and right ventricular outflow tract in three children several months after embolization. Similarly, we successfully retrieved a catheter fragment from the left ventricle one month after embolization. There was no problem or complication during the procedure and follow-up.

With this case report, we describe a child with catheter fragment that was removed from the left ventricle 32 days after embolization. To our knowledge, percutaneous retrieval of broken catheters from the left ventricle has not been described previously. This is the first description of such a therapeutic option for a foreign body lodged in the left ventricle in a child. We emphasize that great attention must be given during the retrieval of the catheter from the patient, and the entire body of the catheter must be carefully controlled.
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